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Journeying to learn and do



We suggest that to adequately tackle climate
breakdown, urban planning needs to move
beyond sustainability to incorporate
regenerative development frameworks, to
create ECOCITIES. Key to this, is activating and
increasing CITIZEN PARTICIPATION in a
FRACTAL-like, multi scaled, community-led,
bottom up planning process, where active
citizens design, construct and are part of the
futures they desire for their territories.



Eco city Banja Luka, Bosnia, 2003



Eco city Banja Luka, Bosnia, 2003
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Digging and Cycling were the tools of community change
(Both illegal activities there and then…)
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Barcelona, 2009

Dublin, 2005

Bold, Beautiful, Blooming Barcelona asks:
What would it mean to win?

(3 part podcasts here)



Barcelona, 2009

Dublin, 2005



Barcelona, 20010

Develop more bikeways/ walkways to easily
connect from within city centre to nature:
rivers, sea, surrounding hills. Allow all
abandoned spaces to become indefinite
temporary gardens. Specify strategic zones as
permanent community gardens, including
within all existing public parks and schools.
Connect these nodes by greenways. Turn
greenways into CPUL´s (Continuous
Productive Urban Landscapes), Plant fruit and
nut trees, berry hedges, diverse vegetation,
food. These bio threads allow nature into the
city; butterflies, song birds, pollen. Use city
roofspace(s) as one vast CPUL, solar energy
harvest, water collection zone and new Public
Park. As private car use diminishes turn old
“car lanes” into “food lanes”. Create mixed use
clusters around gardens, part of the urban
fabric: play area, sport complex, café. Make
spaces experimental, adaptable and open to
everyone. Let all life adapt and grow.



Curitiba, 2014: Cyclists Square

Dublin, 2005

The power of the “Mutirão”
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The power of the “Mutirão”

Curitiba, 2014: Cyclists Square



Curitiba, 2015

Dublin, 2005

Permanent “Vaga Viva” at location of 
2014 action. (Cicloiguaçu, 2015)

“Vaga Viva” – public space action 
(Gazeta do Povo, 2014)

Direct Action gets results in Curitiba



Dublin, 2005

Curitiba, 2014: Vila Torres



Rio de Janeiro, 2014: Rochinha

Dublin, 2005

Mutirão – União – Organização



Dublin, 2005

Eat the Footpath - Occupy lost spaces

Curitiba, 2017



Sustainability to Regeneration



Dublin, 2005

Permaculture

1) Techno-Fantasy, the 
delusion that infinite 
growth can occur on a 
finite planet. 

2) Crash, Mad Max 
Collapse

3) Green-Tech Stability, 
(where todays non-
sustainable levels of 1.6 
Earths is maintained?)

4) Creative Descent, or 
Earth Stewardship, 
return to living within 
the earths limits. 

Permaculture inspired Creative Descent. 
Source: Holmgren, 2009



Dublin, 2005

Regenerative Design

From Sustainability 
(doing less damage to the 
environment) 

to regenerative design
(Appropriate participation 
and design as nature) 

This transcends and 
includes sustainability, in 
a holistic systems 
approach to “reverse the 
degeneration of the 
earth's natural systems, 
but also to design human 
systems that can coevolve 
with natural systems” 
(Mang & Reed, 2013). 

The Regenerative Design Framework. 
Source: Wahl (2016), Adapted from Reed (2007)



Dublin, 2005

Doughnut Economics

A compass for the 21st

century

“To eradicate poverty 
and achieve prosperity 
for all, within the 
means of the planet’s 
limited natural 
resources…

between the social 
foundation of human 
well-being and the 
ecological ceiling of 
planetary pressure, 
lies a safe and just 
space where 
humanity can thrive”.

The Regenerative Design Framework. 
Source: Wahl (2016), Adapted from Reed (2007)



Problems with “Ecocities”



Marketing and Artificialness at Tianjin eco-city
Source: Federico Caprotti (2013)

In ‘Eco’ for whom?, Caprotti (2013) likens Tianjin to the nonplace of Masdar
“characterized by grand corporate urban planning and environmental-
economic visions, but devoid of an organic society- a city stillborn”

Ecocities



7 basic preconditions for 
sustainable prosperity in 
Europe: 2019 Status Report

1) Moving beyond growth 

2) Nurturing commons ecologies 

3) Eco-social regeneration

4) Solidarity economics

5) Inclusive governance

6) Transformative social 
innovation 

7) Enabling community-led 
action



The 5 Dimensions of Sustainability
Global Ecovillage Network (GEN)

GEN envisions a world of
empowered citizens and
communities, designing &
implementing pathways to
a regenerative future, while
building bridges of hope &
international solidarity”

GEN’s understanding of
sustainability has five
dimensions: Environmental
Social, Economic, Cultural &
Whole System (which
integrates all four other
dimensions in one).

Catalyzing Communities for a Regenerative World



Day 1: Technology and Economy
Day 2: Nature and Food
Day 3: Community and Change
Day 4: Culture and Public Spaces
Day 5: Water and Mobility



A new governance framework



Using cities river basins, and
mini basins, as fractal system for
design of ecocities. Nested local
community assemblies (Tekmîl?)

An Ecobarrio for Curitiba? (2018)

Fractal Thinking (We are the river, the river is us)



Coevolving pathways of development. The filters in the figure represent the selection and retention of practices which occur as the result of an external
intervention, which lead to new variation in future development options or pathways. Practices are filtered by a set of constraints, opportunities and choices
defined by myriad factors, ranging from social to ecological, endogenous to exogenous and active to passive (represented by different colours). Each filtering
process creates the conditions for new development pathways to emerge. The filters are drawn as traditional winnowing baskets as used in the Pamirs Mountains
(Figure redrawn from (Haider 2017))

From: Rethinking resilience and development: A coevolutionary perspective (2021)



Fractal Thinking + Sociocracy 3.0

Fractal governance 
structures 

(Jerry Koch-Gonzalez, 2016)

Fractal governance structures: Scottish 
Communities Climate Action Network 

(SCCAN), an ECOLISE member (SCCAN, 2020)



Placa Catalunya assembly organization 
structure, 15M Occupation 2011. (Apunts
sobre l'abisme: Take the square, 2011)



Translocal adventures…

From Peer to Peer (P2P) to Square 
to Square (S2S): Barcelona & Athens. 
(CrimethInc. 2011)



Feminist assembly in Gràcia
neighbourhood. Barcelona, Catalonia, 

Spain. (ikimilikiliklik, 2017)

Fractal Thinking + Governance

Bairro 2 de Maio Community Spatial 
Implementation vote. Ajuda, Lisbon, 

Portugal. (Crowley, 2020)



Lisbon as an Ecocity



The first UrbanA Local Arena in Lisbon, 
the new capital of gentrification & evictions.

November 12th 2019 was the start of the UrbanA project in Lisbon,
a city going through such rapid and profound change that it was
recently deemed “The new capital of gentrification and evictions”.
After much time reaching out to local groups and projects active in
the city, a group of about 30 participated in a full day of activity in
the cities most multicultural community, Mouraria. The event started
with a walking tour of the labyrinthine neighbourhood under the old
castle, where, like many European cities, touristification,
gentrification and short-term housing are driving up rents so quickly
that locals can no longer afford to pay and are moving out of their
bairros (neighbourhoods). Minimum wage raised 6% to 635 euros in
2019, but it is still the lowest in western Europe. Activists from
Housing and Right to the City groups Stop Despejos (Stop
evictions), Jardim Martim Moniz and Habita led a mostly local group
through the streets to the heart of this transformation, the now
mostly emptied, Rua Dos Lagares, where remaining families
recently had their evictions stalled due to mobilisations in the
streets. Then, in the Mouraria Creative Hub participants explored
how the approaches to urban justice and sustainability identified in
UrbanA translate to the Lisbon context, using Fishbowl, World Café
and other participatory methods. Their findings are being fed into
the wider UrbanA project through its collaborative processes and
tools, including a Community of Practice and Knowledge Commons.

(All links available on the UrbanA Zine: https://tinyurl.com/vp7ml2z)



Live Sketching at Local Arena #1
Social metrics: Where are we from
/ Who are we / What’s our focus /
Age / Measure Lisbon Sustainability
and Justice levels.

Group Culture: Horizontality / Give
a voice to all / Confidentiality / Don’t
Judge / Explore differences and
contradictions / Empathy / Ecosocial
Regeneration / Intersectionality /
Respect Time / Active Listening.

World Café: Existing Solutions /
Barriers and Opportunities / Current
Problems in Lisbon / Sustainable
Vision for Lisbon.

Fish Bowl: How can an urban
Community of Practice help
manifest the dream of a Sustainable
and Just Lisbon?

Conclusions: Many solutions exist,
but complex problems persist / Need
to better connect communities &
projects / Local participation need
deepening & expand included
voices / Identify Citizen intervention
points.#EcoDesignGrafico



How might UrbanA enable 
integral capacities in Lisbon?

UrbanA will continue its local community engagement
process in Lisbon by grounding its activity in Marvila, a
rapidly transforming riverside neighbourhood on the
Eastern side of Lisbon. The objective is to identify how
best can the needs of the local communities be
supported by the wider UrbanA “Community of Practice”
and the project´s tools. It also aims to explore how to
accelerate the transformation of Marvila into an Integral
City Neigbourhood by applying perspectives and tools
from Urban Hub 20.

This port industry and working class area was forgotten
about for many decades and housed one of Lisbon’s
largest shanty towns, the Chinese Neighbourhood. This
was replaced in the late 1990’s by fragmented modern
housing blocks of high rise towers, amidst large, empty,
unused spaces. The latest urban transformation sees
rent and land prices rise rapidly, established communities
being forced to leave and even evictions happening.

Marvila is beaming with transformation potential. Many
research and social innovation groups are already active
here, working with the local government and
communities to increase citizen collaboration in planning
processes and to explore issues of equality and urban
sustainability.

(ROCK) 

(ROCK) Chinese Neighbourhood & Quinta do Chale, 2018 (Google Earth, ROCK 2018) 

Chinese Neighbourhood & Quinta do Chale, 1990’s (Soares 2011, ROCK 2018) 



Marvila library, tower blocks and community gardens  

Marvila´s fragmented	communities	&	empty	spaces

Honouring and building on previous work in Marvila
UrbanA aims to partner with and build on the work done by local
change-making actors and activities to explore what sustainability and
justice means in context, and how UrbanA might help local
communities develop further in an integral way. UrbanA will use the
public library as a central community-building space.

Lisbon is Europe’s “Green Capital” for 2020. A great opportunity exists
to deepen current ecological urban concepts to better incorporate social
justice. Community-led initiatives and local government can design
regenerative solutions for Marvila’s open spaces, based around the
cultural, economic, ecological and social dimensions of sustainability.



Community Conversations (CoCo)



Community Conversations (CoCo)



• Many solutions exist, 
but complex 
problems persist

• Need to better 
connect communities 
& projects

• Local participation 
needs deepening & 
expand included 
voices

• Identify Citizen 
intervention points. 

Initial UrbanA & BAM findings



Conclusions
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Shifting from sustainable to
regenerative practice combats climate
breakdown, while increasing social
wellbeing for all of humanity.

Degrowth criticises sustainability’s
relationship to perpetual quantitative
growth on a finite planet.

Permaculture’s post carbon pathway
shows us where we must go,

Doughnut economics gives us the
compass to get there.

Conclusions



Community-led initiatives hovering at
the periphery become catalysts for
system change when their
communities of practice emerge with
real power and influence to make old
structures obsolete.
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Community-led initiatives hovering at
the periphery become catalysts for
system change when their
communities of practice emerge with
real power and influence to make old
structures obsolete.

Bridging activism and academia
deepens science, gives transition tools
to communities and shapes climate
emergency response policy.

Conclusions

(Don’t forget to join the ECOLISE policy working group)
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Fixing planetary urbanisation requires
global ecocity transformations.

Regenerative planning enables nested
communities blossoming to transform
their worlds, at all scales; backyard,
neighbourhood, city.

Scaling ecovillage approaches to
ecocities demands locally owned,
participatory processes remain intact.

Fractal-like, multi scaled, community-
led, bottom up governance models to
enable this, already exist.

Breaking through the windows of
opportunity to re-make our cities is
everyone’s business.

Conclusions
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Using whole systems approaches,
Regenerative systems identify
leverage points to transform the way
humans inhabit the earth.

Active citizens become mutually-
evolving participants in their
ecosystem through collaboration.

When municipalities listen and open
tools, knowledge and experiences to
the politics of everyday life,
regenerative visions emerge from
squares, assemblies and gardens.

Despite the hardships, Marvila fought,
Marvila won. We can all be like Marvila.

Conclusions





Translocal adventures in developing an 
Urban Systems Community of Practice


